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How these Creative Question cards
came about
Some years back I was doing my usual complaining about
having too many bills. My desire for financial ease was still
strong enough to not let me give up. I re-focused, once
more, on how I could actually pay my bills. Suddenly, I had
a switch. I noticed that my usual pessimism and
hopelessness was suddenly replaced with faith, an
optimistic attitude and with plans at hand.
Feeling excited about my change, I wanted to know what
had happened, so I could repeat it if I got in the dumps
again. I took a closer look at what had happened and
realized that I had switched from wondering “Why do I
have so many bills?” leaving me feeling discouraged, to
inquiring “How can I pay my bills?” moving me into
excitement.
I have since explored a variety of topics, including
relationships, business, health, etc., with the same
amazing transformation.
Having realized the impact of the Creative Questions
Approach, I wondered how I could share this gift with
others.
The simplest way to change our current results is the
straightforward process of switching the unfavorable
questions that usually run around in our heads, for new
favorable Creative Questions.
Putting the 52 major conditions that we usually struggle
with into a concise format, led me to create these 52
Creative Question cards.

As a bonus, these Creative Question cards show up as
mirrors of where you are at on your personal journey, and
as reminders for what you need to focus on to accomplish
your goals.
If you have unfavorable thinking habits and are pondering
useless questions, then these Creative Questions
cards will inspire you to focus on your unlimited capacity to
manifest.

If you have confusing unsatisfactory situations fueled by
hidden subconscious material, then these Creative
Question cards will show you what you need to become
aware of, so you can start releasing limitations and expand
towards the unlimited being that you are.
Relax and enjoy these inspiring and easy to use Creative
Question cards, while they help you manifest your desires.
Once you have integrated all the 52 Creative Questions
cards, you will have changed your experience from lack
and misery to abundance and satisfaction.

Gratitude
Thank you, all-pervading wisdom for honoring me with
the knowledge and ability to share how the creative
power of the universe works.
I am grateful to the source of creativity for providing
the Creative Questions Approach as a method for
human beings to be able to direct their creativity
towards manifesting what they consciously want.
Thank you Monica for encouraging me and helping me
to write and publish these Creative Question cards.
Thank you Monica and Sarah for putting in many
hours to edit, revise and clarify the Creative Questions
language.
Thank you Unlimited Network Members, Teachers,
Producers, Practitioners, Students and Clients for
exploring the Creative Questions Approach and
sharing your insights.
I know that the Creative Question cards will have a
strong effect and be of benefit to you. Please use your
vision and compassion to inspire yourself and others
to use these Creative Questions to create a
supportive and inspiring world.

How to get the most out of using
the Creative Question Cards
Here are a few ways you can get familiar with the Creative
Questions and significantly improve your intended results.

 Read this Guidebook to get the basic idea of how to
pick and interpret the Creative Question cards.

 Register for the Creative Questions Tele-Course, four

one-hour presentations, and get a step-by-step
interactive guidance on how to effectively use the
Creative Questions Approach.

 Attend the Power of Creative Questions One-Day

Workshop, designed to teach you how to consciously
activate and direct the source of creativity through
information, exercises and personal interactions.

 Join the 52-week Creative Questions On-Line Lessons
and get a one-year guidance and support on your
journey towards mastering your creativity.

 Listen to the Creative Questions CDs and let this
inspirational reading of the cards, with background
music, effortlessly and pleasantly permeate you.

 Enjoy the Creative Question Magnets on your
refrigerator and stay focused on your intention.

 Schedule a Creative Questions Session for support on
a specific topic.

Visit our website: www.CreativeQuestions.com
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The Creative Question Approach
Understanding how the Creative Question Approach works
will give you the option to consciously choose to create
what you want.
How Creative Questions work
Through Creative Questioning, you activate the power of
your mind to actively enter the process of creation. This is
the process that designs your current reality.
You don’t need to do anything to make your mind think. It
has its own momentum and it expresses that energy as
thinking, which then turns into your reality.
Your mind is further energized when it has problems to
solve. Through providing good problems – good questions
– you get your mind to work for you.
The Creative Questions Approach takes the perpetual
thinking process and sends it in a particular direction to
find what you want.
This is like doing a search on the internet. You post the
question and the search engine will go and search
everywhere to find the answers you are looking for, while
you sit back and wait.
Through providing favorable questions you get your mind
to work for you. Good questions are what you want to be
asking yourself because they find the answers that you
want to have. For example: The good question “Why am I
a success?” forces your mind to get active and find
evidence like, “I am a wonderful person.” and “I am
brilliant.”
10

Statements vs. questioning
If you can’t change your reality you are in the process of
making statements of how things already are. You need to
change your thinking from making statements to asking
questions in order to create a different result.
Making statements is different than questioning in that
statements are finished facts about your reality. They
prove that your life corresponds to what your thinking is
expecting.
Posing questions initiates the programming part of
creation. If you want change you need to use questions to
explore new possibilities. If you ask your mind a question,
it will go and find answers to the question until it is proven
beyond doubt – which means it has manifested in your
world.

It is OK to pose a supportive Creative Question like, “Why
am I a success?” and then have 1 answer pop in “I am a
great person!”. Don’t spend too much time on the answer
since it only brings more of the same. Return to the
question which is the actual cause of change.
The way to choose your Creative Questions
If you want a change, recognize the statement that is
creating your current result. For example, “I am unhappy.”
Then identify the question this statement is the answer to,
for example, “Why am I unhappy?” Then choose the
question that facilitates the opposite result. For example,
“Why am I happy?”
The Creative Questions Quest
Like in the Holy Grail Quest, where you seek to find your
ultimate truth, the Creative Questions Quest offers you the
realization that your personal life is based on questions.
11

The Creative Questions Quest offers you the path to
become aware of the questions you are asking yourself,
then you can change the questions that don’t support what
you want, and keep the ones that inspire what you want.
For example, If you feel stuck in a project – it could be
your business or a relationship – you are probably telling
yourself that “I can’t do this.” This is an answer to “Why is
this so hard?” If you change your question to “Why is this
easy?” you stop being stuck in your project and open up to
being more creative and finding solutions.
Stubborn responses
When you have stubborn, negating habitual beliefs, your
first response to a new Creative Question will be to avoid
answering it. For example: If you have the question, “Why
am I healthy?”, you may answer, “But that is not true.” This
kind of response is not an answer to your new question,
but a response to a lingering opposing question.
If you can’t muster up an answer to a newly chosen
Creative Question, because your evidence from the
opposing question is too imposing, you can change your
new Creative Question to be about the future. Using the
words ”would” or “could” opens up the possibility to
imagine evidence for your new Creative Question.

For example, you can change “Why do I have extra
money?” to “Why would I have extra money?” or “Why am
I healthy?” to “Why could I be healthy?”
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Changing a habit or
recovering aliveness
Your intention with the Creative Questions Approach is to
use Creative Questions to evoke the experience of your
intended results.

? If a Creative Question makes you feel good, then you

are changing the habit of asking an opposing question
to the new habit of your new question. This is done by
repetition.

? If a Creative Question makes you feel uncomfortable,

then you are encountering a hidden resistance to living
fully. This suppressed Life-force is recovered by accepting your uncomfortable experience.
Once you have integrated any resistance and can accept your experience fully, then you will have the
“space” to continue to focus on and integrate your Creative Question.
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The purpose of
the Creative Question cards
This 52 Creative Question card deck and guidebook has
been designed to stimulate you into more flexible and creative ways of thinking.
Using the Creative Question Cards is a great help in instilling supportive questions into your mind and to inspire you
to improve 52 important aspects of your life.
Using these Creative Question cards stops the habit of
complaining statements with their repetitive unwanted results, and launches you into your new habit of focusing on
inspiring questions that create change and the results that
you consciously want.

When you pick a particular card, it guides you to look at
what you need to focus on in your life now. When you
bring this into your consciousness and work with it, you
allow change. The Creative Question card is a road map
that tells you where you are and what you need, to get to
where you want to go.
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Reasons to pick
a Creative Question card
? You want to get inspired in a favorable way.
? You want support.
? You want to change your situation.
? You want to create something.
? You want a new goal.
? You want more success.
? You want help with a particular topic.
? You wonder how you can handle a specific situation.
? You wonder what you are learning through a specific
situation.

? You wonder what you can learn today.

? You wonder what you can nourish today.
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When to pick
a Creative Question card
Keep your Creative Question card deck with you: on your
night table, in the kitchen, in your purse, when you travel,
so you can get the inspiration you need when you want it.
? Pick a card when you wake up and spend 2 minutes
contemplating and feeling it before you get up. Keep this
Creative Question card with you and look at it during the
day, contemplating its significance.
? Pick a Creative Question card anytime during the day
when you want to be inspired to a favorable focus.
? Pick a card when you have a problem. If, at this time, it
is difficult to accept your new Creative Question, you
can bridge it by asking “What makes me feel ... (your
question here)?”
? Set out on the one-year journey of integrating the 52
major life situations through focusing on a weekly quest.
Pick one card in the beginning of every week and keep it
with you. Put it in your card holder so you can contemplate it often.
? Let your friends, family or co-workers pick a Creative
Question card when you feel like inspiring them.
? Play with the Creative Questions cards at parties to
have fun with conscious creation.
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How to pick
a Creative Question card
1. Preparation
Choose an environment where you can concentrate and
investigate your Creative Question.
Prepare yourself to pick your Creative Question card by
centering yourself into silence and focus.
Choose something that you want your Creative Question card to help you with or inform you about. It is best
to explore only a single particular issue per card reading. Be sure to ask for what you need in a clear, concise
unambiguous way, whether it is a specific topic or to let
the card suggest a focus for the day.

2. Picking your card
Take a few deep breaths and feel centered and open.
Then shuffle your deck while focusing on your particular
request. When you feel ready, choose your Creative
Question card.
If a card jumps out of the deck while you are shuffling
the cards, then this is your card.
3. Reading the card
When you read the Creative Question card take time to
feel the meaning of it.
The more you are able to perceive the Creative Question as a gift for you, the more meaningful the card will
be to you.
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Playing with the
Creative Question cards
Several ways of playing with the Creative Question cards
are suggested here for you to enjoy your creativity.
The Creative Question Inspiration Game
Use this when you are not focused on a particular goal or
issue, but you want to be inspired to what is next.
? Pick a Creative Question card when you wake up, are
going to sleep or have extra time to spare.
? Read the questions on the card and try to feel them.
? Read that card’s general purpose in the guidebook.
? Notice how this Creative Question card inspires you.
The Creative Question Success Game
Use this when you want to create something particular.
? Find a place where you can fully engage with a new
Creative Question, like going for a walk.
? Become aware of something that you really want.
? Pick a Creative Question card.
? Read the card and let the questions engage you.
The Creative Question Troubleshooting Game
Use this when you want to change something specific.
? Focus on your issue.
? Pick a Creative Question card.
? Read the Creative Questions on the card.
? Read that card’s general purpose in the guidebook.
? Contemplate what the Creative Question card is suggesting is the cause of your issue.
? Read the feeling question to transform the issue.
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The Creative Question Sharing Game
Use this when you want witnesses to your realization.
? Choose a time when you can give each other uninterrupted attention.
? Each person, one at a time, pick a Creative Question
card.
? Have each person read their Creative Question card out
loud.
? Read the card’s general purpose in this guidebook.
? Let each person comment on what their Creative Question card means to them.
The Creative Question Recovering Aliveness Game
Use this when you want to increase your success tolerance, through learning to accept, and feel grateful for, the
experiences that you are uncomfortable with and resist.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Find a place where you can be undisturbed.
Pick a Creative Question card.
Choose to focus on your resistance to the card.
Choose to dive deep into the uncomfortable feeling that
this resistance brings.
Remember that your issue is suppressing you and that
this is where more of your aliveness can be found.
Stay with your experience until it is easy to accept or
you have had enough for the moment.
Read the recovering aliveness of the general description
of the card.
Celebrate that you have heightened your tolerance to
experiencing success.
Shower yourself with the Creative Question without
grasping any answer.

The Creative Question Feedback Game
Use this when you want help interpreting your situation.
19

This can be done with one other person or with a group of
people.
? Choose a time when you can give each other uninterrupted attention.
? Have each person, one at a time, pick a Creative Question card.
? Have each person read their Creative Question card out
loud.
? Let the person who picked the card comment on what
their Creative Question card means to them.
? Have other people comment what they believe the card
is teaching the person who picked the card.
? Do the same procedure with each member of the group.
The Creative Question Creative Feeling Game
Use this when you want to get used to feeling your new
Creative Question.
This can be done when you are alone or when you are in a
group setting.
? Trust that the Creative Question card is giving you
something valuable to practice feeling.
? Pick a Creative Question Card.
? Read the Creative Question card.
? Feel the Creative Question card.
? Express the feeling of the Creative Question card by the
way you hold or move your body, your facial expressions, and your sounds.
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How to read
the Creative Question cards
Pick your Creative Question card and read it. Keep your
main focus on your physical and emotional experience,
while you keep a little attention on your mental response.
In the process of programming new results you need to
become familiar with your new Creative Question until you
are able to accept and feel it.
Read the question slowly and savor it. Allow yourself to
feel the new Creative Question, like you shower and nourish yourself with the experience.
Sometimes it is easy to feel the new Creative Question
and then your results are near at hand.
Sometimes it takes a while to feel the new Creative Question. Then you need to spend more time engaging with it.
Once you can feel the new Creative Question it starts to
manifest in your life.
When you use the Creative Question cards to accomplish
or resolve a particular topic, you can insert your topic into
the body of the Creative Question card and into the general explanation of this guidebook .
For example, if your goal is to create a new car and you
pick the Creative Question card “Why am I wanted?”, then
you can read the Creative Question card as “Why do I
want a new car?”, if you want better relationships and you
pick the Creative Question card “Why am I a success?”,
then you can read the Creative Question card as “Why am
I successful with relationships?” or if you want more peace
21

and you pick the Creative Question card “Why am I admired?”, then you can read the Creative Question card as
“Why am I admired as peaceful?”
If you want your Creative Question to have a different impact, you can temporarily exchange your “why” with a
“how” question and alternate between the two.
For example, you are working on integrating more health
and have picked the Creative Question Health card “Why
am I healthy?” If you have practiced this Creative Question
for a while, but you don’t have your result yet, then you
can switch to asking yourself “How am I healthy?” Alternate, back and forth, between these Creative Questions to
keep you engaged.
To make sure that your personalized Creative Question is
accurately and favorably constructed, you want to learn
how to create them properly and also have them checked
with a Creative Question professional.
If you feel resistance to the new Creative Question, then
you apply the process of Recovering Aliveness (page 13).
When you get an answer, notice and acknowledge it but
do not dwell on it. Go back to contemplating and feeling
the Creative Question again. This allows your new reality
to progressively materialize.
Take some time to feel your Creative Question before you
pay attention to answers or you go on to the next question.
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How to interpret
the Creative Question cards
You can interpret these Creative Question cards by reading about their general purpose or noticing how the cards
touch you.
When you read your Creative Question card notice the first
thing that comes to your attention.
? Do you accept or reject the question?
? Does your body loosen or tighten up?
? Do you feel more or less emotional?
If you can accept, loosen up and feel the Creative Question, you have picked this card to develop this particular
quality. For example, if your Creative Question says “Why
am I supported?” and your response relaxes you to feel
supported, then repeat the question often until you have
manifested your new reality.
If you reject, tighten up or numb out to the Creative Question, you have an opposing question that you need to deflate. For example, if your Creative Question says “Why
am I successful?” and your response is to feel like a failure, then you need to accept feeling like a failure until the
effort involved in resisting this feeling is gone, whereupon
you pick up your original Creative Question again.
If you believe that you already have the quality of the Creative Question card, then it is showing you to look deeper
at the shadow side of the card. If your card doesn’t seem
to address your situation, then this issue is more important
for you to pay attention to.
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The general purpose of each
Creative Question card
In the pages that follow you have a general description of
the purpose and lesson of each Creative Question card.
The habit of the card
Each Creative Question card includes 3 Creative Questions that help you transform the limiting habit that currently runs you, into unlimited creativity.
? The main Creative Question is the new attitude that you
need to practice to transform the old opposing unfavorable question.
? The transition question underneath reminds you of what
you are learning on your journey, from where you have
been to where you want to go.
? The feeling question on the back is the most direct tool
to transform the old habit to a new habit.
The recovering aliveness of the card
When you have resistance accepting that the Creative
Question that you have picked applies to you, then you are
touching the shadow of the card. This resistance is a mistaken dis-like and rejection of your Life-force. To live to
your full potential, you need to recover and accept this particular feeling of your Life-force.
Enjoy playing with the cards
These Creative Question cards are here for you to enjoy
your creative power. Try to approach the cards with an
open and receptive mind, much as you would when you
are excited about discovering something new.
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Why Am I A Gift?
Being a Gift
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are valuable, and
that when you offer yourself as a gift
you feel your value and make your
world a better place.
Switching the habit of being a burden to being valuable
If you are holding back and withholding your gifts because
you are afraid that you will be a burden, then this card is here
to remind you that when you share your gifts you inspire others to share theirs. Exchange your old question, “Why am I a
burden?” with its negating answers “I’m in the way” or “I have
nothing to offer”, for your new favorable Creative Question,
“Why am I valuable?” Start to find such positive answers as “I
share my talents” and “I have a lot to offer.” This makes you
feel like a gift and so creates more situations in which you are
confident that your gifts are valuable.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling like a burden
If you are resisting feeling like a burden by working hard to
become valuable, then this card is here to remind you that
being a gift requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax
into the Creative Question, “How am I naturally a gift?”
Feeling like a Gift
When you question, “How do I feel when
I know I am a gift?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
a gift.
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Why Am I A Leader?
Leadership
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you have been given
the ability to lead, and that when you
follow your vision you support everyone to win.
Switching the habit of resisting to following your vision
If you are refraining from going for your vision because you
are afraid to be responsible for the results, then this card is
here to remind you that your leadership will bring about your
desired vision. Exchange your old question, “Why am I holding back my leadership?” with its negating answers “I don’t
want to push people” or “I can get hurt”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I a leader?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I follow my vision” and “I’m willing to do
what it takes.” This makes you be a leader and so creates
more situations where you are a leader.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling held back
If you are resisting feeling held back by forcing yourself to be
a leader, then this card is here to remind you that being a
leader requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I a natural leader?”
Feeling like a Leader
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am a leader?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being a
leader.
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Why Am I A Team-Player?
Teamwork
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you have a natural
inclination towards teamwork, and that
when you are a team-player you are
inspired to enjoy a win-win situation.
Switching the habit of power-struggle to liking teamwork
If you are locked in a power-struggle, then this card is here to
remind you that teamwork gives you a support system. Exchange your old question, “Why do I have power-struggles?”
with its negating answers “I’m afraid to loose” or “I’m attached
to my point of view”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I like teamwork?” Start to find such positive answers as “It is more fun”, “I can create more” and “I get inspired by others’ passion.” This makes you enjoy being a
team-player and so creates more win-win situations where
you work in a team.
Recovering aliveness by accepting power-struggles
If you are resisting power-struggles by pretending to be a
good team-player, then this card is here to remind you that
team-work requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax
into the Creative Question, “How am I a natural team-player?”
Feeling like a Team-player
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am a team-player?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
a team-player.
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Why Am I A Winner?
Winner
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that since you have a life
you are a winner, and that when you
choose to see yourself as a winner you
enforce your excitement.
Switching the habit of being a loser to being a winner
If you are a loser, because you have learned that winning
means that someone else loses, or you have had an experience that winning hurts, then this card is here to remind you
that when you choose to win you inspire others to do their
best. Exchange your old question, “Why am I a loser?” with its
negating answers “I am not good enough”, “I hold back” or “I
give up”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I
a winner?” Start to find such positive answers as “I am grateful for my success” and “I have all that I need.” This makes
you recognize what a winner you are and so creates more
situations where you celebrate winning.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling like a loser
If you are resisting feeling like a loser by trying to win, then
this card is here to remind you that being a winner requires no
effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I a natural winner?”
Feeling like a Winner
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am a winner?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being a
winner.
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Why Am I Admired?
Admiration
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that it is natural for you to
be admired, both for your divine qualities and for your personal accomplishments.
Transforming the habit of dis-approval to praise
If you have learned that sharing your talents leads to being
ignored or dis-approved of, then this card is here to remind
you to show your unique talents, so they can be admired and
praised. Exchange your old question, “Why am I dis-approved
of?” with its negating answers: “I’m stupid”, “I’m not talented”
or “I’m too weird”, for your new favorable Creative Question,
“Why am I praised?” Start to find such positive answers as,
“I’m good”, “I’m talented” and “I’m smart.” This makes you feel
and act “good”, “talented” and “smart”, and creates more situations where you enjoy being approved of.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being dis-approved
If you are resisting feeling dis-approved of by fabricating admiration, then this card is here to remind you that being admired requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally admired?”
Feeling Admired
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am admired?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
admired.
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Why Am I Alive?
Aliveness
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your Life-Force constantly fuels your aliveness, and that
when you deflate a problem you reclaim blocked aliveness.
Switching the habit of escaping to being excited
If you have a problem that has become so overwhelming that
you have given up trying to solve it, then this card is here to
remind you to reclaim the energy that you spend in suppressing your problem. Exchange your old question, “How can I
escape from my problem?” with its negating answers: “I can
leave”, “I can be sick” or “I can die”, for your new favorable
Creative Question, “How can I be excited?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I can celebrate life”, “I can enjoy what I
am doing” and “I can be spontaneous.” This makes you excited and creates more situations where you want to be alive.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling dead
If you are resisting “feeling dead” by putting effort into "feeling
alive”, then this card is here to remind you that being excited
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How am I naturally alive?”
Feeling Alive
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel alive?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being more
alive.
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Why Am I Attractive?
Attraction
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you have an inherent,
attractive radiance, and that by enjoying your life you reveal your attractive
side.
Transforming the habit of feeling ugly to being attractive
If you do not recognize how attractive you are because you
see that you don’t match the size and shape that society promotes as beauty, then this card is here to remind you that Life
-Force expresses itself as divine beauty. Exchange your old
question, “Why am I ugly?” with its negating answers “I’m too
short” or “I’m too fat”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why am I beautiful?” Start to find such positive answers
as “I’m gorgeous” and “I’m a presentation of the divine.” This
makes you pamper yourself and so creates more situations
where you enjoy your beauty being celebrated.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling unattractive
If you are resisting feeling unattractive by making yourself
attractive, then this card is here to remind you that being attractive requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally attractive?”
Feeling Attractive
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel attractive?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
attractive.
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Why Am I Authentic?
Authenticity
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are authentic by nature and that when you trust yourself to
be genuine you become a model for real
success.
Changing the habit of faking it to being authentic
If you doubt your authenticity and feel like a fake, because
you have learned that faking it can diffuse fear and quickly get
you what you want, then this card is here to remind you to
pick up your courage and get back to trusting that being real
is safe, freeing and rewarding. Exchange your old question,
“Why am I a fake?” with its negating answers “I’m pretending”
or “I want to make sure I get what I want”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I authentic?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I’m sincere” and “I speak my truth”.
This makes you trust in being real and so creates more situations where you feel authentic.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling like a fake
If you are resisting feeling like a fake by adjusting yourself to
be authentic, then this card is here to remind you that being
authentic requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax
into the Creative Question, “How am I naturally authentic?”
Feeling Authentic
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am authentic?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
authentic.
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Why Am I Aware?
Awareness
This Creative Question card is here to
point out that awareness is what makes
you spiritual, and that your activities become meaningful when you choose to
experience what you are doing.
Changing the habit of being unaware to experiencing life
If you are unaware of your experiences because you focus on
sense-perception instead of experiential awareness, then this
card is here to remind you that you are “doing” instead of
“choosing to be aware.” Exchange your old question, “What
can I DO to be more?” with its negating answers “Make money” or “Get a career”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How can I BE more?” Start to find such positive answers
as “I can choose to be present” and “I can be aware of my
sensations.” This makes you “choose to be present” and
“focus on sensations” and so creates the circumstances
where it is easy for you to be aware.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being unaware
If you are resisting being unaware by pretending to be aware,
then this card is here to remind you that being aware requires
no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your
uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally aware?”
Feeling your Awareness
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am aware?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being more
aware.
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Why Am I Capable?
Capability
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are capable of accomplishing anything you want when
you use your determination to see
your project through to the end.
Switching the habit of “I can’t” to “I’m powerful”
If you are not living up to your potential because you have
learned to doubt yourself through losing competitions, being
ridiculed, and impatient mentors taking over your tasks, then
this card is here to remind you that you are powerful and can
accomplish anything you want. Exchange your old question,
“Why can’t I do it?” with its negating answers “I‘m not skilled
enough” or “I’m too slow”, for your new favorable Creative
Question, “How am I powerful?” Start to find such positive
answers as “I’m persistent” and “I’m fearless.” This makes
you feel and act with power and so creates more situations
where you find yourself capable.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling powerless
If you are resisting feeling useless by forcing yourself to succeed, then this card is here to remind you that being capable
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally capable?”
Feeling Capable
When you question, “How do I feel when
I know I am capable?” with the intention
to feel it, you immediately experience
being capable.
34

Why Am I Celebrated?
Miracle
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are a miracle worth
celebrating and that when you enjoy
getting attention you can sparkle with
light, love and life.
Switching the habit of disliking to enjoying attention
If you are not getting the attention that you want because you
have learned that attention is either unavailable or makes you
feel uncomfortable, then this card is here to remind you that
getting attention is a safe, empowering and necessary expression of life. Exchange your old question, “Why do I feel
exposed?” with its negating answers “I feel insecure” or “I‘m
bad”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I
enjoy attention?” Start to find such positive answers as “I’m
charismatic” and “I’m an inspiration.” This makes you enjoy
being the center of attention and so creates more situations
where you are celebrated.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling exposed
If you are resisting feeling rejected by trying to get attention,
then this card is here to remind you that being celebrated requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate
your disliked experience and relax into the Creative Question,
“How am I naturally celebrated?”
Feeling Celebrated
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am celebrated?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
celebrated.
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Why Am I Creative?
Creativity
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that everyone is naturally
creative, and that you tap into your
creativity when you let yourself be passionately spontaneous.
Changing the habit of blocking to encouraging passion
If you are blocking your spontaneity because you are busy
worrying that things won’t work out, then this card is here to
remind you to connect with the spontaneity that exists in the
present moment and share the passion that springs from it.
Exchange your old question, “Why am I suppressed?” with its
negating answers, like “I’m fearful” or “I can not do it”, for your
new favorable Creative Question, “How can I be passionate?”
Start to find such positive answers as, “I can be spontaneous”
and “I can choose to trust.” This makes you passionate and
so find more situations where you are creative.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling suppressed
If you are resisting feeling suppressed by studying how to be
creative, then this card is here to remind you that being creative requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How am I naturally creative?”
Feeling Creative
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am creative?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being creative.
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Why Am I Good Enough?
Good Enough
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are more than
good enough, and that when you
acknowledge your qualities you can
accomplish anything you want.
Changing the habit of being unsure to being confident
If you are not acknowledging your qualities but doubting what
you are able to accomplish, then this card is here to remind
you how good you are, how much you have done, and to proceed with confidence in all that you want to do. Exchange
your old question, “Why am I not good enough?” with its negating answers “I’m unfortunate” or “I can’t do it”, for your new
favorable Creative Question, “How am I good enough?” Start
to find such positive answers as “I have accomplished a lot”
and “I am persistent.” This will make you successful and so
creates more situations where you feel good enough.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling unsure
If you are resisting being unsure by pretending to be good
enough, then this card is here to remind you that being good
enough requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally good enough?”
Feeling Good Enough
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel good enough?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
good enough.
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Why Am I Grateful?
Gratitude
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that it is natural for you to
experience gratitude, and that when
you choose to feel grateful you nurture
yourself.
Changing the habit of being ungrateful to being grateful
If you are not feeling grateful because you are waiting for
something to be grateful for, then this card is here to remind
you to start to show your appreciation, because the act of
showing appreciation implies that you already have a reason
to be grateful. Exchange your old question, “Why am I not
grateful?” with its negating answers “I’m not able” or “I have
nothing to be grateful for”, for your new favorable Creative
Question, “How do I show appreciation?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I celebrate my life” and “I say thank you.”
This increases your appreciation, which in turn gives you
more situations where you are grateful.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling ungrateful
If you are resisting feeling ungrateful by struggling to be grateful, then this card is here to remind you that being grateful
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate
your disliked experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally grateful?”
Feeling Grateful
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel grateful?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
grateful.
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Why Am I Happy?
Happiness
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your Life-Force is what
makes you feel happy, and that when
you choose to feel your aliveness you
get in a good mood.
Switching the habit of feeling bad to being happy
If you are in a bad mood because apparently you do not have
the life that you want, then this card is here to remind you to
start to focus on the aspects of your life that you do feel good
about, and acknowledge that you have reasons to be in a
good mood. Exchange your old question, “Why am I in a bad
mood?” with its negating answers “I don’t have what I want”
and “I don’t like what I’m doing”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why am I in a good mood?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I love my life” and “I am so fortunate.”
This makes you enjoy your life, which in turn brings you more
situations where you are happy.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being in a bad mood
If you are resisting being in a bad mood by trying to be happy,
then this card is here to remind you that being happy requires
no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your
uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally happy?”
Feeling Happy
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel happy?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being happy.
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Why Am I Healthy?
Health
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your Life-Force includes a healing impulse, and that any
symptom is an instruction of how to
recover your health.
Surrendering the habit of dis-ease to healthy Life-Force
If you worry about the potential and inevitability of dis-ease,
then this card is here to remind you not to view symptoms as
problems, but as reminders to deal with hidden personal issues. Exchange your old question, “How can I avoid being
sick?” with its negating answers “I can be careful about how I
live” or “I can try to create more health”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why can I be healthy?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I’m filled with spirit”, “I listen to my
body’s needs” and “I love my life.” This makes you enjoy being healthy and so creates more situations where you experience being healthy.
Recovering aliveness by accepting a fear of dis-ease
If you are resisting dis-ease by using outside sources, then
this card is here to remind you that being healthy requires no
effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally healthy?”
Feeling Healthy
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel healthy?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being
healthy.
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Why Am I Important?
Importance
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that it is important that you
realize that you do matter, and that
when you feel important you honor the
divine and radiate confidence.
Changing the habit of feeling useless to being important
If you have been unable to feel important, but have been lost
and feeling useless, then this card is here to remind you to
pick up your courage and start to matter. Exchange your old
question, “Why am I useless?” with its negating answers “I
don’t amount to anything” or “I don’t want to be responsible”,
for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I matter?”
Start to find such positive answers as “I’m valuable”, “I am
willing to be present” and “I want to share my gifts.” This
makes you feel useful and so creates more situations where
you are important.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling useless
If you are resisting feeling useless by working hard to become
important, then this card is here to remind you that being important requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally important?”
Feeling Important
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel important?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
important.
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Why Am I Innocent?
Innocence
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your essence has always been pure, and that when you
follow your inner guidance you will live
in innocence.
Switching the habit of guilt to innocence
If your conscience has strayed towards guilt or you have
learned that you are born a sinner, then this card is here to
remind you that your true pure essence cannot be tainted.
Exchange your old question, “How am I a sinner?” with its
negating answers “I have done impure deeds” or “I’m impure”,
for your new favorable Creative Question, “What makes me
pure?” Start to find such positive answers as “I’m created by a
pure source” and “I have a pure motivation and do my best”.
This will make you trust your innocence and so create more
situations where you can feel innocent.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling guilty
If you are resisting feeling guilty by proving your innocence,
then this card is here to remind you that innocence requires
no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your
uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I truly innocent?”
Feeling Innocent
When you question, “How do I feel when
I know I am innocent?” with the intention
to feel it, you immediately experience
being innocent.
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Why Am I Intimate?
Intimacy
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that human beings are naturally drawn to being intimate, and that
when you open up to being vulnerable
you feel more love.
Transforming the habit of being separate to being open
If you are always “fine”, because you believe that it is better to
keep to yourself, then this card is here to remind you that you
will find love, passion and freedom in your vulnerability. Exchange your old question, “Why am I separate?” with its negating answers “It is easy to be by myself” or “I don’t want to
get hurt”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why am
I vulnerable?” Start to find such positive answers as “I like to
be open” and “I find strength in my defenselessness.” This
makes you trust being vulnerable and so creates more situations where you enjoy being open.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling vulnerable

If you are resisting feeling vulnerable by pretending to be
intimate, then this card is here to remind you that being intimate requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally intimate?”
Feeling Intimate
When you question, “How do I feel when
I enjoy intimacy?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
more intimate.
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Why Am I Nurtured?
Being Nurtured
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your body is created by
spirit, and that you are nurtured by
enjoying the feast that spirit provides
for you.
Changing the habit of dieting to nurturing yourself
If you feel that your body is unhappy and believe it is because
you have the wrong diet, then this card is here to remind you
that your body is nurtured by your nurturing thoughts. Exchange your old question, “Why does my body feel strange?”
with its negating answers “I’m not controlling my diet” or “I
have the wrong diet”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I transmute all I eat and drink into an enjoyable,
happy body?” Start to find such positive answers as “I enjoy
what I eat and drink” and “I surrender my mis-trust.” This
makes you enjoy your diet and so creates more situations
where you celebrate life with food and drink.
Recovering aliveness by accepting a fear of dis-ease
If you are resisting a fear of dis-ease by trying to eat and drink
right, then this card is here to remind you that being nurtured
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate
your disliked experience and relax into the Creative Question,
“How am I naturally nurtured?”
Feeling Nurtured
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel nurtured?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
nurtured.
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Why Am I Peaceful?
Peace
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your essence is naturally peaceful, and that when you center yourself into being present you will
experience peace.
Switching the habit of feeling agitated to being centered
If you are agitated because you worry about your past or your
future, then this card is here to remind you to allow yourself to
experience your present moment and find the peace that is
free of judgments of the past and attachments to the future.
Exchange your old question, “Why am I agitated?” with its
negating answers “I’m too worried” or “I can’t center myself”,
for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I centered?” Start to find such positive answers as “I focus on being present” and “I concentrate on what I’m experiencing.”
This supports you to be present and so creates more situations where you are peaceful.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling agitated
If you are resisting agitation by disciplining yourself to become
peaceful, then this card is here to remind you that being
peaceful requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
integrate your disliked experience and relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally peaceful?”
Feeling Peaceful
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am peaceful?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
peaceful.
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Why Am I Playful?
Lightening Up
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your life brings you a
continuous flow of experiences, and
that when you lighten up you can enjoy playing with them.
Changing the habit of being serious to lightening up
If you are too serious and don’t play as much as you want
because you learned that it is imperative to be responsible,
then this card is here to remind you that satisfying, stress-free
activity comes from enjoying what you are currently engaged
in. Exchange your old question, “Why am I so serious?” with
its negating answers “I always have somewhere to get to” or
“I don’t know how to relax”, for your new favorable Creative
Question, “How can I lighten up?” Start to find such positive
answers as “I can relax and enjoy what I am doing” and “I can
take a vacation.” This makes you lighten up and so creates
more situations where you can play.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being too serious
If you are resisting being too serious by forcing yourself to
play, then this card is here to remind you that being playful
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally playful?”
Feeling Playful
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel playful?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
playful.
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Why Am I Positive?
Optimism
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that life is a positive creation, and that when you focus on seeing the things that are good you become a positive influence.
Switching the habit of pessimism to seeing what is good
If you are negative and always looking for faults, because you
have learned that perfection comes from finding and getting
rid of what is imperfect, then this card is here to remind you
that if you choose to be positive you can always find something to be optimistic about. Exchange your old question,
“Why am I so negative?” with its negating answers “I am judgmental” or “I am looking for what is wrong”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I positive?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I am optimistic” and “I see what is
good.” This makes you enjoy what is good and so creates
more situations where you are positive.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being negative
If you are resisting being negative by pretending to be positive, then this card is here to remind you that being positive
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally positive?”
Feeling Positive
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am positive?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
positive.
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Why Am I Right?
Being Right
This Creative Question card is here to
remind you that you are always right,
because you were created right, and
that when you feel right, without needing to be right, you experience joy.
Switching the habit of being wrong to being right
If you feel wrong, then this card is here to remind you that you
are always right from your point of view. Since everyone else
is also right, from their point of view, you can stop trying to be
right and choose to celebrate diversity. Exchange your old
question, “Why am I wrong?” with its negating answers “I
make mistakes” or “I am the only one seeing it this way”, for
your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I right?” Start
to find such positive answers as “I believe in myself” and “I
trust my intuition.” This makes you notice how right you are
and so creates more situations where you are right.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling wrong
If you are resisting being wrong by proving that you are right,
then this card is here to remind you that being right requires
no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your
uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally right?”
Feeling that you are Right
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am right?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being right.

48

Why Am I Satisfied?
Satisfaction
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you essence is already
satisfied, and that when you choose to
experience your present moment you
tap into your source and feel fulfilled.
Transforming the habit of frustration to satisfaction
If you are frustrated because you have lost the control of making things go your way, then this card is here to remind you to
let go of reaching for the end result and instead focus on the
satisfaction of each moment. Exchange your old question,
“Why am I frustrated?” with its negating answers “I can’t get
what I want” or “I can’t change the situation”, for your new
favorable Creative Question, “Why am I fulfilled?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I enjoy what I have” and “I accept
this situation as it is”. This makes you feel fulfilled and so creates more situations where you are satisfied.
Recovering aliveness by accepting felling frustrated
If you are resisting frustration by becoming dependent on external sources, then this card is here to remind you that being
fulfilled requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally fulfilled?”
Feeling Satisfied
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel satisfied?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
satisfied.
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Why Am I Service-Minded?
Serving
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are naturally service-minded, and that when you give
service you get to support something
greater than you.
Switching the habit of carelessness to excellence
If you are careless because you believe that other people’s
needs are not your problem, then this card is here to remind
you that delivering excellence is how you build successful
relationships. Exchange your old question, “Why am I careless?” with its negating answers “I’m too busy taking care of
myself” or “I don’t think it matters”, for your new favorable
Creative Question, “Why do I deliver excellence?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I’m proud of my work“ and “I love
what I do.” This makes you enjoy being of service and so creates more situations where you deliver excellence.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling careless
If you are resisting carelessness by pretending to be serviceminded, then this card is here to remind you that being service-minded requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax
into the Creative Question, “How do I enjoy giving service?”
Feeling Service-minded
When you question, “How do I feel when
I choose to serve?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
service-minded.

50

Why Am I Spiritual?
Spirituality
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your spirit wants to
know itself, and that your spiritual curiosity will make it worthwhile for you to
discover and know yourself.
Switching from ignorance to being spiritual
If you feel that something is missing, then this card is here to
remind you to prioritize your choices, get curious about the
meaning of life, and embark upon your spiritual journey. Exchange your old question, “Why am I not interested in spirituality?” with its negating answers “I’m not deep enough” or “It
is a waste of time”, for your new favorable Creative Question,
“How am I spiritual?” Start to find such positive answers as “I
choose to be aware” and “I consciously discover who I am.”
This makes you enjoy being spiritual, and so creates more
situations where you are spiritual.
Recovering aliveness by accepting fearing spiritual lack
If you are resisting a lack of spiritual depth by “doing” spirituality, then this card is here to remind you that being spiritual
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How am I naturally spiritual?”
Feeling Spiritual
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am spiritual?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
spiritual.
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Why Am I Successful?
Success
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are naturally successful, and that when you remember
that you are a success, you can relax
and enjoy your success.
Switching the habit of being a failure to being a success
If you are failing because you have the habit of getting
bogged down, then this card is here to remind you to unravel
and transform your resistance, so you can continue to focus
on what you have set out to accomplish. Exchange your old
question, “Why am I a failure?” with its negating answers “I’m
unlucky” or “I make mistakes”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I always succeed?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I’m lucky“, “I have the right attitude” and
“I’m grateful.” This makes you feel successful and so creates
more situations where you succeed.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling like a failure
If you are resisting failure by having to work hard to become
successful, then this card is here to remind you that being
successful requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax
into the Creative Question, “How am I naturally successful?”
Feeling Successful
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am successful?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
successful.
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Why Am I Supported?
Support
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you have been blessed
with having a Life-Force, and that life
is here to support you and take care of
you.
Changing the habit of being opposed to being promoted
If you are too self-reliant and not allowing anyone to help you
because you have lost trust that you can be supported or you
have learned that supports hurt, then this card is here to remind you that you can find support that is safe. Exchange
your old question, “Why am I abandoned?” with its negating
answers “I’m disliked” or “I make things more complicated”,
for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I encouraged?” Start to find such positive answers as “I am celebrated“ and “I am promoted.” This encourages you and so creates
more situations where you are supported.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling abandoned
If you are resisting feeling abandoned by demanding to be
supported, then this card is here to remind you that being
supported requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax
into the Creative Question, “How am I naturally supported?”
Feeling Supported
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel supported?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
supported.
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Why Am I Supportive?
Supporting
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your nature is to be
supportive, and that when you feel
good you become interested in others’
well-being.
Changing the habit of being selfish to being helpful
If you have become isolated into a selfish life where you are
limited by the concerns of getting your own needs met, then
this card is here to remind you that when you are interested in
others well-being, you open up to enjoying a more expanded
life. Exchange your old question, “How do I get my needs
met?” with its negating answers “I make myself important” or
“I take care of myself”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I helpful?” Start to find such positive answers
as “I give a helping hand” and “I share my aliveness.” This
engages you with other’s well-being and so creates more situations where you are supportive.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling selfish
If you are resisting selfishness by pretending to be helpful,
then this card is here to remind you that being supportive requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate your
disliked experience and then relax into the Creative Question,
“How am I spontaneously supportive?”
Feeling Supportive
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am supportive?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
supportive.
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Why Am I Wanted?
Wanted
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that being wanted is essential to your wellbeing, and that in order
to feel included you need to realize
how valuable you are.
Switching the habit of being rejected to being wanted
If you are feeling alone and rejected, because you have
learned that your presence is disturbing others’ plans, then
this card is here to remind you that when you realize the value
that you have to contribute, you become desired and welcomed. Exchange your old question, “Why am I rejected?”
with its negating answers “I’m too strange” or “I don’t fit in”, for
your new favorable Creative Question, “How am I desired?”
Start to find such positive answers as “I’m included” and “I
have friends that care about me.” This makes you feel welcomed and so creates more situations where you are wanted.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling rejected
If you are resisting feeling rejected by working hard to become popular, then this card is here to remind you that being
desired requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally wanted?”
Feeling Wanted
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel wanted?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
wanted.
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Why Am I Wealthy?
Wealth
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you live in a wealthy
world, and that when you choose to
live in abundance you tap into the
wealth that is all around you.
Switching the habit of being poor to being rich
If you are living in poverty, having trouble paying your bills,
and not able to do all that you want because you have
learned that there is not enough and it is bad to want too
much, then this card is here to remind you that focusing on
abundance is what creates what you want. Exchange your old
question, “Why am I poor?” with its negating answers “I’m
afraid of running out” or “I don’t have a lot”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why am I rich?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I like to be rich” and “I trust that I always
have more.” This makes you enjoy your prosperity and so
creates more situations where you are rich.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being poor
If you are resisting being poor by working hard to be rich, then
this card is here to remind you that being rich requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative Question,
“How am I naturally wealthy?”
Feeling Wealthy
When you question, “How do I feel when
I feel wealthy?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being
wealthy.
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Why Am I Wise?
Wisdom
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you have an inherent
wisdom, and that when you trust your
intuition you will be in alignment with
your deepest intelligence.
Switching the habit of feeling stupid to being wise
If you believe you are stupid because you have been told you
are not smart or you think you should already know everything, then this card is here to remind you that following your
inner wisdom allows you to tap into your intelligence. Exchange your old question, “Why am I stupid?” with its negating answers “I’m brainless” or “I can’t figure it out”, for your
new favorable Creative Question, “How am I wise?” Start to
find such positive answers as “I am smart” and “I follow my
gut.” This makes you engage with your inner knowing and so
creates more situations where you are wise.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being stupid
If you are resisting being stupid by using evidence to prove
your wisdom, then this card is here to remind you that being
wise requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally wise?”
Feeling Wise
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am wise?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being wise.
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Why Can I Choose?
Choosing
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you have the power to
choose, and that when you make
choices you become a player that has
a say in evolution.
Switching the habit of procrastinating to being in charge
If you are not taking full charge of deciding what you want
with your life, because you are discouraged by previous failures and hesitant to try again, then this card is here to remind
you that “choosing” is a gift of freedom that you have been
given to further evolution. Exchange your old question, “Why
am I stuck?” with its negating answers: “I can’t decide”, “I’m
not sure” or “I don’t know how”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I move ahead?” Start to find such positive answers as, “I make a decision” and “I go for it.” This
makes you “go ahead” and “take a chance” and so creates
more situations where you are making choices.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling stuck
If you are resisting feeling stuck by forcing yourself to make
decisions, then this card is here to remind you that making
choices requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and relax into the
Question, “How do I naturally choose?”
Feeling that you can Choose
When you question, “How do I feel when
I choose?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience being in
charge.
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Why Can I Have Extra Money?
Extra Money
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are rich, and that
when you appreciate receiving and
spending money you stimulate your
“money-mind”.
Changing the habit of money struggle to being rich
If you have money concerns, because you have learned that
money is a struggle, then this card is here to remind you that
you can trust money, because, even after expenses, you always end up with more money. Exchange your old question,
“Why don’t I have enough money?” with its negating answers
“I can’t make enough money” or “I worry about money”, for
your new favorable Creative Question, “How can I enjoy a
surplus of money?” Start to find such positive answers as “I
can recognize that I do have money” and “I can pleasure myself with the money I have.” This makes you enjoy your money and so creates more situations where you feel rich.
Recovering aliveness by accepting money concerns
If you are resisting having money concerns by working hard,
then this card is here to remind you that being rich requires no
effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question “How am I naturally rich?”
Feeling that you have Extra Money
When you question, “How do I feel when
I have extra money?” with the intention
to feel it, you immediately experience
being rich.
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Why Can I Live In Luxury?
Luxury
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that abundance is your Natural State, and that when you appreciate it you tap into the infinite source of
luxury.
Changing the habit of living in lack to accepting luxury
If you are just getting by because you believe that there is not
enough and that to worry about scarcity is the right thing to
do, while at the same time you struggle with lack, then this
card is here to remind you that your source is following your
command to provide either an abundance of lack or luxury.
Exchange your old question, “Why am I just getting by?” with
its negating answers “I spend too much” or “I can’t make
enough”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I
appreciate luxury?” Start to find such positive answers as “I
enjoy it“ and “I share it.” This makes you live a luxurious life
and so creates more situations where you feel abundant.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling poor
If you are resisting feeling poor by demanding luxury, then
this card is here to remind you that living a luxurious life requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate your
uncomfortable experience and relax into the Creative Question, “How do I naturally live in luxury?”
Feeling Abundant
When you question, “How do I feel
when I accept that I live in luxury?” with
the intention to feel it, you immediately
experience being in luxury.
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Why Can I Trust?
Trusting
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that a happy life is based
on choosing to trust, and that when
you choose to trust you tap into the
safety and joy of the present moment.
Switching the habit of protecting yourself to trusting life
If you are afraid and trying to prepare a protected future and
miss enjoying your current life, then this card is here to remind you that trust is a choice that allows you to relax and
enjoy the benefits of living in the now. Exchange your old
question, “How do I protect myself?” with its negating answers
“I take control” or “I plan my life”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I trust?” Start to find such positive answers as “I experience the safety of the moment” and “I believe that every experience supports me.” This makes you
enjoy how miraculously your life unfolds and so creates more
situations where you do trust.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being defensive
If you are resisting being defensive by manipulating your circumstances, then this card is here to remind you that trust
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How do I naturally
trust?”
Feeling Trust
When you question, “How do I feel when
I trust?” with the intention to feel it, you
immediately experience being trusting.
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Why Can I Trust My Environment?
Trusting the environment
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that it is nature that provides the foundation for your existence, and that your environment is
here to nurture you.
Switching the habit of struggling with to trusting nature
If you believe that nature can hurt you and you struggle
against nature’s inevitable evolution, then this card is here to
remind you that nature was created to support you, so it can
continue to nurture you. Exchange your old question, “How
can I protect myself?” with its negating answers “I can keep
away from nature’s side effects” and “I can create a better
environment”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How
do I embrace my environment?” Start to find such positive
answers as “I enjoy it” and “I respect it.” This makes you appreciate your environment and so learn to trust it more.
Recovering aliveness by accepting a fear of nature
If you are resisting a fear of nature by changing your environment, then this card is here to remind you that trusting nature
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How do I really trust my environment?”
Feeling Safe with your Environment
When you question, “How do I feel when
I trust my environment?” with the intention to feel it, you immediately experience
being more trusting of your environment.
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Why Do I Accept My Sexuality?
Sexuality
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your sexuality is naturally sacred, and that when you accept
that it is safe and pure you can enjoy
its pleasure.
Changing the habit of unconscious to sacred sexuality
If you struggle with your sexuality because when you grew up
you learned that it was not appropriate but seen as bad and
unsafe, then this card is here to remind you that your sexuality is a sacred, safe and innocent gift that you can be grateful
for. Exchange your old question, “Why do I struggle with my
sexuality?” with its negating answers “I’m afraid of it” or “I
don’t trust it”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How
is my sexuality sacred?” Start to find such positive answers as
“I consciously make love” and “I trust it.” This makes you enjoy being sexual and so creates more situations where you
experience your sexuality as sacred.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling sexually off
If you are resisting being sexually insensitive by pretending to
be loving, then this card is here to remind you that making
love requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the Question, “How is it natural to make love?”
Feeling your Sacred Sexuality
When you question, “How do I feel when
I accept my sexuality?” with the intention
to feel it, you immediately experience
your sacred sexually.
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Why Do I Commit?
Committing
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you will succeed with
every project that you commit to, and
that by committing you empower yourself to search for and find solutions.
Switching the habit of complaining to finding solutions
If you have diverted from success because you have learned
that it is easy to complain, then this card is here to remind you
to look for solutions. Exchange your old question, “How can I
get rid of my problem?” with its negating answers “I can accept that it is too difficult” and “I can get busy with something
else”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How can I
succeed?” Start to find such positive answers as “I can look
for solutions” and “I can ask for competent help.” This inspires
you to become more committed and so find more advantageous situations to want to be committed to.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling uncommitted
If you are resisting being uncommitted by forcing yourself to
commit, then this card is here to remind you that being committed requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally committed?”
Feeling Committed
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am committed?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
committed.
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Why Do I Deserve What I Want?
Deserving
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you deserve everything
you want, and that when you ask for
what you want you open the door to
receive it.
Changing the habit of feeling unworthy to having it all
If you aren’t receiving all that you want because you have
learned that having desires is not admirable and it is better
not to ask for too much, then this card is here to remind you
that you are meant to live an abundant life and to choose
what you want. Exchange your old question, “Why is it bad to
want more? with its negating answers “I’m evil” or “I am not
humble”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why can
I have what I want?” Start to find such positive answers as, “I
can handle it” and “I’m worthy.” This makes you feel more
deserving and manifests more of what you want.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling unworthy
If you are resisting feeling that you don’t deserve by working
hard, then this card is here to remind you that being deserving
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How do I naturally deserve?”
Feeling that you Deserve
When you question, “How do I feel when
I know that I deserve what I want?” with
the intention to feel it, you immediately
experience being deserving.
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Why Do I Forgive?
Forgiving
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that forgiveness is the process of letting go of the past and connecting with the pleasure of accepting
what is.
Changing the habit of holding resentment to letting go
If you have been hurt and want justice because you believe
that if you get justice you won’t get hurt again, then this card
is here to remind you that when you free yourself from your
judgments you become present for your current life. Exchange your old question, “How can I protect myself?” with its
negating answers “I can keep away from my problem” or “I
can attack my problem”, for your new favorable Creative
Question, “How can I accept my life?” Start to find such positive answers as “I can enjoy my moment” and “I can investigate what I am learning.” This makes you eager to let go of
your past and free to be present in the now.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling resentful
If you are resisting resentment by willing yourself to forgive,
then this card is here to remind you that forgiveness requires
no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your
uncomfortable experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How do I naturally let go?”
Feeling the Freedom of Acceptance
When you question, “How do I feel when
I forgive?” with the intention to feel it, you
immediately experience being forgiving.
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Why Do I Have A Purpose?
Being on Purpose
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you do have a purpose, and that when you choose to live
on purpose, you discover and experience a meaningful life.
Changing the habit of feeling lost to living on purpose
If you feel off track or disappointed because you don’t know
what your purpose is, then this card is here to remind you to
find your purpose so you can live a meaningful life. Exchange
your old question, “Why am I disappointed?” with its negating
answers “I can’t find any meaning” or “I don’t like what I’m
doing”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I
live a meaningful life?” Start to find such positive answers as
“I choose to be conscious” and “I share my gifts”. This makes
you feel like your life has meaning and so creates more situations where you are on purpose.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling disappointed
If you are resisting being disappointed by struggling to be on
purpose, then this card is here to remind you that being on
purpose requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally on purpose?”
Feeling your Purpose
When you question, “How do I feel when
I am on purpose?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience being
on purpose.
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Why Do I Have Emotions?
Feelings
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that emotions are healthy,
and that when you let yourself feel
your emotions you increase your ability
to experience and enjoy your life.
Switching the habit of numbing out to having feelings
If your emotional life is numbed out because you have
learned that it is ineffective and scary to be emotional, then
this card is here to remind you that emotions are a safe, enlivening and necessary ingredient to your life. Exchange your
old question, “How can I be safe?” with its negating answers
“I can focus on being productive” or “I can look for security”,
for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I want to
have feelings?” Start to find such positive answers as
“Feelings bring success” and “I want to be alive.” This makes
you accept your feelings and allows you to be more open.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling numb
If you are resisting numbness by expressing your emotions
instead of feeling them, then this card is here to remind you
that having emotions require no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the question, “How do I naturally have emotions?”
Feeling Emotions
When you question, “How do I feel when
I enjoy my emotions?” with the intention

to feel it, you immediately experience
enjoying your emotions."
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Why Do I Like My Body?
Perfect Body
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your body is a perfect
expression of who you are, and that
when you choose to like it you will
have a body that you can enjoy.
Switching the habit of disliking to liking your body
If you want your body to be different because you don't like it,
then this card is here to remind you that your body, like everyone else's, has a unique form and special qualities, and that it
shapes itself to support your perception. Exchange your old
question, “What is wrong with my body?” with its negating
answers “It is not normal” or “It is too weird”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How can I enjoy my body?” Start
to find such positive answers as, “I can enjoy playing a sport”
and “I can enjoy a massage.” This makes you appreciate your
body and so creates more situations where you can like it.
Recovering aliveness by accepting disliking your body
If you are resisting a dis-like for your body by changing your
body, then this card is here to remind you that liking your
body requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How do I naturally like my body?”
Feeling that you Like your Body
When you question, “How do I feel when
I like my body?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience liking your
body.
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Why Do I Like Myself?
Self-Esteem
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you are a miraculous
creation, and that when you honor
yourself, you get to enjoy and appreciate the amazing miracle that you are.
Changing the habit of humiliating myself to being proud
If you are putting yourself down, because you have accepted
that you are worthless, then this card is here to remind you
that you are an expression of the divine, with the capacity to
do anything you really feel passion for. Exchange your old
question, “Why do I put myself down?” with its negating answers “I am awful” or “I am useless”, for your new favorable
Creative Question, “Why am I proud of myself?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I am good at what I do” and “I love
myself.” This makes you see how marvelous you are and so
creates more situations where you are proud of yourself.
Recovering aliveness by accepting low self-esteem
If you are resisting having low self-esteem by pretending to
like yourself, then this card is here to remind you that liking
yourself requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first
integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into
the Creative Question, “How am I naturally proud of myself?”
Feeling Proud of Myself
When you question, “How do I feel
when I like myself?” with the intention to
feel it, you immediately experience liking
yourself.
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Why Do I Like People?
Relationships
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that people naturally seek
connections, and that when you open
yourself to others you will find interesting and supportive relationships.
Switching the habit of rejecting to liking people
If you are pushing people away because you have been hurt
and are afraid of being hurt again, then this card is here to
remind you that sharing your life with others helps you on
both your personal and spiritual journeys. Exchange your old
question, “Why do I push people away?” with its negating answers “I’m afraid to get too close” or “I don’t trust people”, for
your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I value others’ presence?” Start to find such positive answers as “I get
company to play with” and “I can discover more about myself.” This makes you value people’s presence and so creates
more situations where you like people.
Recovering aliveness by accepting a dislike for people
If you are resisting a dislike for people by trying to like them,
then this card is here to remind you that liking people requires
no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your
disliked experience and then relax into the Creative Question,
“How do I naturally like people?”
Feeling that you Like People
When you question, “How do I feel when
I like people?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience liking
people.
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Why Do I Like To Engage?
Engaging
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that it is natural for you to
be engaged, and that when you get
involved you feel excited, curious and
open.
Switching the habit of closing up to getting involved
If you are keeping to yourself because you have learned that
engaging with others leads to shaking your safe, set and comfortable life, then this card is here to remind you that getting
involved and sharing yourself is a necessary step for you to
evolve. Exchange your old question, “How can I avoid being
disturbed?” with its negating answers “Stay away from people” and “Take care of yourself”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why do I want to be involved?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I’m curious” and “I like to feel
touched.” This makes you “satisfied” and “excited” and so
creates more situations where you get involved.
Recovering aliveness by accepting being closed up
If you are resisting being closed up by pretending to be engaged, then this card is here to remind you that being engaged requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How am I naturally engaged?”
Feeling Engaged
When you question, “How do I feel when
I enjoy being engaged?” with the intention to feel it, you immediately experience being more engaged.
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Why Do I Like What I Do?
Favorite Occupation
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that your occupation is a
way you express your aliveness, and
that when you like what you do, you
are on purpose.
Switching the habit of disliking to enjoying what you do
If you do not like what you do because you have learned that
it is safer to be busy doing what you are familiar with than to
try something uncertain, then this card is here to remind you
to always do the occupation that brings you most aliveness
and gratitude. Exchange your old question, “Why do I have to
do this?” with its negating answers “I’m not safe otherwise” or
“I have to make it”, for your new favorable Creative Question,
“Why do I enjoy my occupation?” Start to find such positive
answers as “I do what I like” and “It is exciting.” This makes
you enjoy what you do and so creates more situations where
you like what you do.
Recovering aliveness by accepting disliking your job
If you are resisting a dislike for what you do by being busy,
then this card is here to remind you that liking what you do
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the Creative
Question, “How do I truly like what I do?”
Feeling on Purpose
When you question, “How do I feel when
I like what I do?” with the intention to feel
it, you immediately experience being on
purpose.
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Why Do I Make A Difference?
Contribution
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that you do make a difference, and that when you offer your
contribution you provide inspiration for
change and improvement.
Changing the habit of disregard to making a difference
If you are indifferent, because you have learned that you can
get in trouble if you get involved, then this card is here to remind you that being involved is how you expand yourself and
how you share your contribution. Exchange your old question,
“Why am I indifferent?” with its negating answers “I can’t do
anything right” or “I don’t care”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I offer my contribution?” Start to find
such positive answers as “I share my point of view“ and “I do
what I can.” This makes you involved and so creates more
situations where you make a difference.
Recovering aliveness by accepting feeling indifferent
If you are resisting feeling indifferent by struggling to be a
contribution, then this card is here to remind you that making
a difference requires no effort. To recover your Natural State,
first integrate your disliked experience and then relax into the
Creative Question, “How am I naturally a contribution?”
Feeling that you Make a Difference
When you question, “How do I feel when
I make a difference?” with the intention
to feel it, you immediately experience
being a contribution.
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Why Do I Surrender?
Surrender
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you that surrendering is inevitable, and that when you feel safe and let
go, you open up and surrender to your
enlivening Life-Force.
Changing the habit of being in control to letting go
If you are controlling because you have learned that to surrender means to give up and lose, then this card is here to
remind you that real surrender means to allow your own
breathing to flow, your own thoughts to be inspirational and
your own emotions to be alive. Exchange your old question,
“How am I in control?” with its negating answers “I hold on to
what is safe” or “I resist what is unsafe”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “How do I let go?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I feel curious about my next experience”
and “I trust that I am safe.” This makes you feel safe and so
creates more situations where you surrender.
Recovering aliveness by accepting a need of control
If you are resisting control issues by disciplining yourself to
surrender, then this card is here to remind you that surrender
requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, first integrate your uncomfortable experience and then relax into the
Question, “How do I naturally surrender?”
Feeling Surrendered
When you question, “How do I feel when
I surrender?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience surrender.
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Why Is It So Easy?
Effortless
This Creative Question card is here to
inform you to relax into living an effortless life, and that when you let yourself
be supported all your needs are provided for.
Switching the habit of struggling to having it easy
If you are struggling because you have learned that you have
to strive to survive and work hard to make a living, then this
card is here to remind you that you were given life, without
any effort on your part, and that you can relax and allow your
Life-Force to continue to sustain you. Exchange your old
question, “Why is it so difficult?” with its negative answers “I
have to work for it” or “I have to earn it”, for your new favorable Creative Question, “Why can I relax?” Start to find such
positive answers as “I’m supported” and “I trust.” This makes
you let go of struggle and so creates more situations where
you are relaxed and live an easy life.
Recovering aliveness by accepting struggle
If you are resisting struggle by demanding to have it easy,
then this card is here to remind you that having it easy requires no effort. To recover your Natural State, integrate your
disliked experience and then relax into the Creative Question,
“How do I naturally have it easy?”
Feeling Relaxed
When you question, “How do I feel when
it is easy?” with the intention to feel it,
you immediately experience having an
easy life.
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How can you learn
the Creative Questions language?
Since the Creative Question Approach teaches you how
to access and activate your creativity, and because your
creativity is what causes your unique life, it is important
and worth exploring how you can use the Creative Question Approach to its full capacity.

Tap into the full power of the Creative Question through:
♦ A Free Lesson “Getting Started with Creative Questions” (downloadable from the website).
♦ The Creative Question Tele-Courses.
♦ The Power of Creative Questions 1-Day workshop.
♦ The 52-week Creative Questions On-Line Lessons.
♦ Creative Questions Coaching.
♦ The Creative Questions Forum.
Other helpful tools to integrate Creative Questions:
♦ The new book, The Creative Question Approach.
♦ The Creative Question Newsletters.
♦ The Creative Question CDs.
♦ The Creative Question Magnets.
Once you see the power of Creative Questions working
in your life, you may want to share them with others. You
can purchase them in bulk to give as gifts, or you can
join our free Affiliate Program where you receive appreciation (in the form of money) for encouraging others to
purchase their own Creative Questions deck.
For more information visit our website:

www.CreativeQuestions.com
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